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Chapter 1671: No Such Thing! 

 “Your Excellency, I came from Heavenly Water Imperial Capital, my grandfather is …” 

Zhuo Han was just about to report his background when the old drunkard’s aura suddenly released. 

Zhuo Han’s complexion turned white all at once, kneeling on the ground with a thud. 

The old drunkard said in a cold voice, “You dare to threaten me? Forget about Zhuo Shilong, even if Ji 

Xun came, he’d have to tuck his tail between his legs and behave here too!” 

The old drunkard’s aura was too horrifying. Those Divine Lord Realm powerhouses all turned white as a 

sheet. 

They could not withstand the old drunkard’s powerful pressure at all. 

“Humph! Put away your pride, your pride is utterly worthless in front of this old man! Although one 

can’t make a move under the Heavenspan Mountain, dealing with little babies like you guys, just one 

look is enough!” 

How did the old drunkard still have any drunkenness at this time? He had the solemn air of an expert. 

Even Ye Yuan felt an enormous pressure. 

Indeed, him killing Zhuo Han was as simple as pinching an ant to death. He did not need to make a move 

at all. 

“Y-Your Excellency, we … we’ll give them!” 

Saying these few words, Zhuo Han seemed to have exhausted all the strength in his body. 

The old drunkard withdrew his aura and said with a cold snort, “Little baby who doesn’t know any 

better! Didn’t Zhuo Shilong teach you how to behave before you go out?” 

The pressure on everyone suddenly lightened, all looking at the old drunkard in horror. 

Only then did they know how powerful this guy who guarded Southfoot Town was! 

Zhuo Han gnashed his teeth in hatred inwardly but did not dare to show the slightest hint of 

dissatisfaction. 

He could sense that this old drunkard would really kill people. 

Furthermore, the other party did not attach any importance to his grandfather, Zhuo Shilong, at all! 

Also, who was Ji Xun? 

That was Heavenly Water Imperial Capital’s city lord! 

Regarding the background of these towns at the foot of the Heavenspan Mountain, there were different 

versions. 
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Some say that they were controlled by some transcendent heavenly emperors. Some also said that they 

were controlled by Dao Ancestors! 

But without a doubt, behind them were existences that could not be provoked! 

Those two Heavenly Water Imperial Capital’s disciples handed the wooden plaques to Ye Yuan and Ning 

Tianping extremely unwillingly. 

Ning Tianping received the wooden plaque, waved it in front of Zhuo Han, and said with a smile, “You 

look, we have wooden plaques now.” 

Zhuo Han was infuriated! 

Be smug! You guys just be smug! See whether or not you’ll get crushed to death by Heavenly Dao after 

you go up the Heavenspan Mountain! 

Zhuo Han could only use this kind of method to console himself. Actually, it was not considered 

consoling either. He felt that Ye Yuan would definitely be crushed into minced meat if he went up. 

The old drunkard gave Zhuo Han a glance and said coolly, “To dare provoke the prestige of the guardian, 

these two people are not allowed to climb the Heavenspan Mountain within three years!” 

Zhuo Han’s expression changed, opened his mouth, wanting to say something. But at the thought of the 

old drunkard’s horrifying strength, he forcefully swallowed the words back into his stomach. 

The more he said, the more this old drunkard would definitely jest. 

Zhuo Han was not stupid, he naturally knew propriety. 

It was just that he did not understand why such a powerhouse would take care of an Origin Deity Realm 

like so. 

Those two people had aggrieved looks, about to cry. 

Two mighty gods fighting, the two of them little goblins suffered. 

Yet, they did not even have a place to reason it out. 

The old drunkard said coolly, “In this place, this old man is the law! Whatever I have you do, you just 

care about doing it obediently! Now, start climbing the mountain!” 

Those two armored people stood at the forefront of the ranks and started letting people up the 

mountain. 

Each person had to show their wooden plaques before they could pass through. 

Ye Yuan said to the old drunkard with clasped hands, “Many thanks, Senior!” 

The old drunkard took a swig of alcohol and waved his hand, indicating for them to go up. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s figure disappear into the passageway, a hint of worry flashed across the old drunkard’s 

eyes too. 



Even though Dustless pledged in all seriousness that Ye Yuan would be fine, this was the Heavenspan 

Mountain after all, the world’s most powerful existence and also the most terrifying existence. 

Ye Yuan was Lord Immortal Grove’s successor after all. If he died just like this, then hope would really be 

completely extinguished. 

… 

As soon as they entered the passageway, everyone seemed to have been stripped away of something, 

and could no longer fly. 

A group of Divine Lord Realm powerhouses seemed to have returned to when they were mortals. 

The entire Heavenspan Mountain was like an enormous prison. 

While they were like birds in a cage. 

Zhuo Han used a hateful gaze to look at Ye Yuan and said coldly, “Punk, don’t be smug too early! 

Entering this passageway, there’s no turning back. You’ll be crushed into minced meat by Heavenly 

Dao’s pressure!” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said, “Idiot, you’d best take care of yourself first. Your jumping up and 

down appearance is really like a clown. Don’t use this kind of eyes to look at me, if you’re unconvinced, 

come and hit me!” 

“You! I’ll tell you, the guardian can’t leave Southfoot Town. If you have the capabilities, don’t ever leave 

here!” Zhuo Han said angrily through gnashed teeth. 

How could he dare to attack? 

They had already entered the passageway now. Once he attacked and provoked heaven’s punishment, 

he would die until not even dregs remain. 

In this place, there was no need for the guardian to come forward to suppress at all. These people, none 

of them dared to attack. 

Very soon, everyone approached the passageway’s entrance. The pressure on everyone also suddenly 

increased. 

The aura of Heavenly Dao became stronger and stronger. 

That horrifying aura made people feel like they were restrained in a river of Heavenly Dao, unable to 

extricate themselves. 

But the more it was like so, the more everyone was able to draw close to Heavenly Dao, feel Heavenly 

Dao’s aura, and also break through easier. 

Of course, the Heavenspan Mountain was not almighty. 

Some people could consecutively breakthrough realms here, while others could not break through at all. 

This had to depend on the individual’s talent. 



Ye Yuan and Ning Tianping walked at the back. Feeling the increasingly powerful Heavenly Dao aura, 

even Ning Tianping started to get worried too. 

He was a little worried whether or not Ye Yuan could withstand this kind of Heavenly Dao pressure. 

Everyone got out of the passageway one after another, but no one left. 

They all wanted to see how Ye Yuan, this Origin Deity Realm martial artist, would be crushed into meat 

paste by Heavenly Dao. 

Leng Qiuling’s hand clenched into a fist, showing the anxiety in her heart. 

No idea why, she was very worried about Ye Yuan, worried about seeing that bloody scene appearing. 

Zhuo Han and his junior apprentice brothers naturally wanted to see Ye Yuan get crushed into meat 

paste the most. 

Zhuo Han had an excited expression as he kept saying while looking at Ye Yuan, “Die! Die! Die!” 

His junior apprentice brothers also looked at Ye Yuan hatefully with excited faces. 

“Reckless and blind thing, see if you don’t die!” 

“Seeking death! Own-self wants to court death, nobody can stop!” 

“Best if he dies until not even dregs remain!” 

… 

Amidst everyone’s curses, Ye Yuan’s foot finally stepped into the Heavenspan Mountain! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled. The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain within his body emitted a 

series of roaring sounds. 

A burst of inspiration rushed to his head, making Ye Yuan have a feeling of sudden epiphany! 

That shackle which stopped him for 300 years was finally unlocked by him at this moment! 

At this moment, Ye Yuan practically wanted to sing at the top of his voice. 

This invigorating feel simply could not be described using words. 

The changes within Ye Yuan’s body, outsiders naturally could not feel it. 

Zhuo Han only saw Ye Yuan’s entire body shudder as if he could not bear Heavenly Dao’s pressure. 

He and his junior apprentice brothers had looks of anticipation, waiting for Ye Yuan to be crushed. 

However, Ye Yuan still stood there. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes and said with a faint smile, “What are you guys looking at? 

Watching me get crushed into minced meat by Heavenly Dao? No such thing!” 
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Chapter 1672: Perfecting Cultivation Method! 
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Zhuo Han, Leng Qiuling, as well as all of the Divine Lord Realm powerhouses all doubted whether they 

saw it wrongly or not. 

Ye Yuan was very relaxed at this time. How was there no hint of pressure on him at all? 

Rather, it was they themselves who felt the heavy pressure. 

“W-W-Why ... are you totally fine? You were clearly ... clearly ...” Zhuo Han had an expression like he 

saw a ghost, looking at Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan looked at him as if looking at an idiot. He said with a smile, “Clearly what? Faked for you to see, 

you took it for real? Said that you’re an idiot, it’s really not false at all!” 

Zhuo Han gnashed his teeth in hatred and said furiously, “Impossible! The Heavenspan Mountain is the 

forbidden land for Origin Deity Realms! Nobody has ever survived here! There’s no way that you’re 

completely fine!” 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him. Footsteps moving lightly, he walked up the mountain. 

He was calm on the surface, but actually, titanic storms already raged within his body. 

The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain seemed to have produced some kind of resonance with the 

Heavenspan Mountain and started quaking wildly within his body. 

At the same time, the preliminary form of the Chaos Heavenspan Canon’s fourth level cultivation 

method also slowly took shape in Ye Yuan’s mind. 

The fourth level cultivation method was totally different from the first three levels. 

In terms of complexity, the first three levels added together also could not match half of the fourth level 

cultivation method. 

This was the reason why Ye Yuan kept failing to create the fourth level cultivation method, but it was 

not the primary reason. 

Looks like this trip to the Heavenspan Mountain was really right! If I didn’t come here, I probably can’t 

create the fourth level cultivation method for the rest of my life! This place is the summit of the world! 

Ye Yuan secretly sighed in his heart. 

Ning Tianping’s words before, ‘the Heavenspan Mountain gave birth to the entire Heavenspan World,’ 

made Ye Yuan have a flash of inspiration, seemingly grasping something. 

Only all the way until now, when he truly set foot on the Heavenspan Mountain did he understand what 

that sentence meant. 

Only now did Ye Yuan know that he had been going in the wrong direction all along! 

He attempted to go and open up a small world according to everyone’s cultivation train of thought. 

But the Chaos Heavenspan Canon which he cultivated did not reach the point of opening up a small 

world at all! 

His divine sea still had a possibility of improving further! 



Therefore, to Ye Yuan, the fourth major realm ... was not Divine Lord Realm! 

If other martial artists knew Ye Yuan’s cultivation method, they would definitely be unbelievably 

shocked, even scoffing in contempt, treating Ye Yuan as a different kind. 

This was the path that everyone in the Heavenspan World cultivated. So how could it possibly be 

subverted? 

But the reality was that it was subverted by Ye Yuan! 

Other people’s divine seas were already fixed when they reached Origin Deity Realm due to the 

limitations of cultivation method, unable to break through anymore. 

Reaching the limits, one must open up a small world before they could take a step further, becoming a 

higher existence. 

However, Ye Yuan’s path was not like this! 

His Chaos Heavenspan Canon was much stronger than martial artists of the same rank, resulting in him 

having the strength to battle with first-layered heaven Divine Lord, even second-layered heaven Divine 

Lord powerhouses when he was at Origin Deity Realm. 

Others were not able to do this at all. 

What Ye Yuan had to do was to continue devouring spiritual energy crazily, growing his divine sea. 

All the way until his divine sea was fixed, unable to break through anymore, and at that time, open up a 

small world in one stroke. 

That way, his strength would be countless times stronger than others! 

The later he opened, the more powerful his strength would be! 

Because at that time, the small world that he opened up, others were not able to imagine it at all. 

At that time, how powerful this small world would be, Ye Yuan could not say for sure right now. But he 

had a feeling that it might ... be able to reach the boundary of Dao Ancestor! 

This was the path that he had to take! 

“Tianping, you comprehend by yourself. Don’t need to care about me anymore.” Ye Yuan’s calm voice 

drifted over. 

Ning Tianping had an excited look. He knew that Ye Yuan definitely found the turning point to break 

through to the Divine Lord Realm. 

Over 300 years of unrelenting hard work, finally it was all for this day. 

Even he felt that it was very not easy. 

Leng Qiuling looked at Ye Yuan’s back view in disbelief, feeling extremely incredulous. 

It was still her first time hearing that an Origin Deity Realm could survive within the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 



If it was merely surviving, she would not be to the extent of being so shocked. 

The crux was that Ye Yuan was too calm as if this place was his home! 

“Just who is this guy? How could he accomplish this” Leng Qiuling said with her heart filled with shock. 

Immediately, she shook her head hard and said to Bai Qing and the rest, “Let’s go, it’s not easy to take a 

trip to the Heavenspan Mountain. Let’s not waste any longer and hurry up and go comprehend Heavenly 

Dao!” 

Coming to the Heavenspan Mountain once was very not easy. They could not stay on indefinitely. Once 

the time limit was up, they would be kicked out of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Hence, every minute and every second at the Heavenspan Mountain was very precious. They could not 

continue to be shocked anymore. 

Zhuo Han gritted his teeth, used a very baleful gaze to look at Ye Yuan, and said coldly, “Let’s go! I must 

break through to the Celestial Deity Realm this time. I’m going to let this punk die without a burial 

ground!” 

Divine Lord Realm martial artists could climb as high as ten miles. 

Past this height, it was out of the bearing range of Divine Lord Realm martial artists. 

Even taking a step out would be crushed into dust by Heavenly Dao. 

Existences such as Zhuo Han and Leng Qiuling, the height that they could scale already infinitely 

approached ten miles. 

Once they broke through the shackles, they would be able to scale new heights, becoming a Celestial 

Deity powerhouse. 

But even in the Heavenspan Mountain, this was also not an easy matter. 

How much Heavenly Dao one could comprehend, that depended on the individual’s talent. 

But being so close to Heavenly Dao like this, for the likes of Leng Qiuling to break through, it was just a 

matter of time. 

To geniuses of their level, Celestial Deity Realm had never been a fatal bottleneck. 

Ye Yuan’s climb was very slow, it could be said to be a step at a time. 

In other people’s view, his footsteps seemed to be rather strained. 

Actually, he was carefully sensing Heavenspan Mountain, feeling the resonance between the Lesser 

Heavenspan Mountain and the real Heavenspan Mountain. 

Coming to the Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan’s Chaos Heavenspan Canon was already suddenly 

enlightened. 

At this time, he was structuring the entire fourth level cultivation method bit by bit. 



Just like building a house, first put up the framework. Then add the bricks and tiles little by little, and 

finally form a sturdy and reliable house. 

Inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, Dustless was also shocked to the core! 

“I really don’t know just how this fourth level cultivation method would look like after it’s completed. 

But looking at it now, it seems to be different from normal cultivation methods! This kid, I really can’t 

see through more and more.” 

... 

Zhuo Han’s movements were very rapid, catching up to Leng Qiuling in a few steps. 

“Junior Sister Leng, don’t you understand my feelings for you yet?” Zhuo Han said unresignedly. 

Originally, he held Ye Yuan in utter contempt. He felt that Leng Qiuling was spiting him. 

But now, he finally felt threatened. 

This Ye Yuan was far from as simple as he showed. 

Leng Qiuling gave him a glance very indifferently and said, “Zhuo Han, give up on it! You and I, it’s 

impossible! Right now, we’re at the Heavenspan Mountain, I hope that you don’t disturb my 

cultivation!” 

Zhuo Han’s expression changed slightly and he said in a cold voice, “That punk is still climbing the 

mountain. I don’t believe that he won’t get crushed to death by the Heavenly Dao!” 
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Chapter 1673: Heavenly Dao Tempering the Body! 

After experiencing the initial-most shock, these Divine Lord Realm powerhouses all found their places 

and started comprehending Heavenly Dao. 

Ye Yuan paused briefly every three steps. He had a prolonged pause every five steps, his mind revolving 

rapidly. 

He must walk this path entirely before he could corroborate a complete cultivation method! 

Just like that, one day passed after another. No idea how long had passed either, Ye Yuan finally walked 

to the summit of ten miles. 

All around, every section of distance, there were many martial artists concentrating deeply on Martial 

Dao. 

No one knew that Ye Yuan already walked to the peak of the Divine Lord Realm. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s heart stirred, conceiving the idea of going to the next level to take a look. 

Ahead was a stretch of fog. Even if Ye Yuan stood in front of it, he could not see through what was after 

ten miles too. 

Not hesitating at once either, Ye Yuan directly took a step out, walking into the fog. 
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Buzz! 

Powerful Heavenly Dao pressure instantly descended on Ye Yuan’s body. 

At this moment, Ye Yuan finally felt the terror of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

That powerful Heavenly Dao pressure was as if it was going to destroy the world, crushing his entire 

person. 

Such a large commotion immediately startled the powerhouses at the summit of ten miles. 

When Leng Qiuling saw Ye Yuan had half his body stepped into the fog, her entire body involuntarily 

shuddered, her eyes revealing a look of disbelief. 

After the shock, Leng Qiuling immediately felt something amiss and exclaimed, “He ... He actually 

walked to the summit of ten miles! No, wait, what’s he trying to do?” 

Zhuo Han saw it too. His immediate reaction was the same as Leng Qiuling. 

“This kid ... an Origin Deity Realm, actually walked to the summit of ten miles! This ... How is this 

possible? Why ... Why didn’t Heavenly Dao pulverize him?” Zhuo Han said with an unresigned look. 

But very soon, he discovered something amiss very quickly. Immediately, his face revealed a look of wild 

elation. 

“Hahaha ... kid, this is called Heaven has a path, but you refuse to walk; hell has no gate yet you want to 

barge inside! An Origin Deity Realm actually dares to enter the fog realm, you’re courting death!” 

Zhuo Han let out a huge laugh as if already seeing the sight of Ye Yuan being crushed into a meat 

pancake. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan who already had half his body buried in the fog realm suddenly stretched 

his head back again. He said to Zhuo Han with a faint smile, “Idiot, you’re really noisy! Don’t leave if you 

have the guts. Wait for this young master to come back and teach you how to behave properly!” 

Facing Ye Yuan’s threat, Zhuo Han did not take it to heart at all, saying with a sneer, “Idiot thing, do you 

really take this Heavenspan Mountain to be a shop opened by your family? To dare walk into the fog 

realm, you’re dead for sure! This young master will wait right here, come back if you have the guts!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said coolly, “Gutsy, then you wait!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan turned around, took another step out, his entire person stepping into the fog. 

When Leng Qiuling saw the situation, she could not help turning pale with fright and cried out, “Ye Yuan, 

don’t!” 

Hearing Leng Qiuling’s cry, Zhuo Han’s expression became incomparably ugly. 

This concern was entirely emitted beyond her control! 

Why was this iceberg-like woman brutally harsh to him, but she cared so much about that boy? 



Zhuo Han smiled coldly and said, “Don’t yell anymore! Those who enter the fog realm will definitely die. 

Even if you broke through to the Celestial Deity Realm, you also can’t pass through from the fog realm! 

This point, you should know better than me! He is dead for sure[1]!” 

Leng Qiuling did not go and look at Zhuo Han at all. She was repulsed by this person to the extreme. 

But she knew that what Zhuo Han had said was correct. Even a genuine Celestial Deity powerhouse also 

did not dare to pass through via the fog realm and enter the next realm’s territory. 

But Ye Yuan did it! 

If it was to say that Ye Yuan still did not die by entering the Heavenspan Mountain with Origin Deity 

Realm, this was a miracle. 

Then now, it was absolutely impossible for a miracle to appear! 

Breaking through to the Celestial Deity Realm at the summit of ten miles, one would be transported out 

of the Heavenspan Mountain very soon. 

Only next time could they enter the layer above ten miles by passing through the Celestial Deity Realm’s 

passageway. 

However, Ye Yuan passed through just like that! 

No one knew what was there in the fog realm. But it was safe to say that no one had ever returned alive 

before, including some Celestial Deity powerhouses who were very curious and attempted it. 

... 

As Zhuo Han and the rest expected, after entering the fog realm, Ye Yuan could be said to struggle to 

stride forward. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

In the fog, some tiny electric snakes were flying all around. 

That horrifying energy undulation, even when Ye Yuan saw it, his heart palpitated too. 

However, these electric snakes wandered around, but not one landed on Ye Yuan’s body. 

At this time, currently the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain quietly suspended between Ye Yuan’s 

eyebrows, emitting the power of Heavenly Dao. 

It was also precisely the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain that supported him to enter the fog realm. 

“You, kid, are really crazy enough!” Dustless said with a sigh. 

He naturally knew the prowess of this fog realm . Yet, Ye Yuan walked inside. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain and Heavenspan Mountain originated from 

the same source. Since the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain acknowledged me as its master, then the 

Heavenspan Mountain’s Heavenly Dao would similarly acknowledge my existence. Entering this place 

may seem dangerous, but actually, it’s more scary than actual danger.” 



Dustless smiled bitterly and said, “You, kid, are bold but cautious. You really dare to do anything! But 

this time, you gambled correctly!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “These electric snakes are the true Heavenly Dao existences! They should be 

the existences who truly control this ten-mile Heavenspan Mountain’s rules, right? I say ... if I were to 

use them to temper my fleshy body, would the effects be very good?” 

Dustless’s little heart that had just calmed down was immediately thoroughly frightened out by Ye 

Yuan’s crazy idea. 

“You ... You’re really a madman! These are all the lightning of heavenly punishment!” Dustless said 

mortifiedly. 

He suddenly turned into a wisp of green smoke and tunneled into the Soul Suppressing Pearl and did not 

come out again. 

He knew that the following events would be rather terrifying. 

But he also knew that he could not stop Ye Yuan at all. 

This guy was simply a lunatic at times! 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled, communicating with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain at the 

same time. 

The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain disappeared and reappeared again at Ye Yuan’s glabella, emitting a 

multicolored light. 

Then, Ye Yuan suddenly extended his palm and directly grabbed toward one of the electric snakes. 

Buzz ... 

Virtually instantly, Ye Yuan’s entire body started twitching violently. 

That horrifying energy undulation practically burned Ye Yuan to ashes. 

However, the waves of light that the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain emitted were like a shield, protecting 

Ye Yuan firmly. 

Two horrifying auras intermeshed and canceled each other. 

Then, traces of energy bored into Ye Yuan’s body. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s hairs suddenly stood on end, all of his hair standing up. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan revolved the Heavenly Dragon Dharma Body frenziedly. Horrifying dragon 

aura spread out. 

That trace of energy activated the dragon race bloodline in Ye Yuan’s entire body all at once. 

Ye Yuan clenched his teeth tightly, his entire body caught in intense pain. 



In the 300 years, he had long cultivated his fleshy body to the peak third transformation. 

But this fourth transformation, he could not find the threshold from start to end. 

Today, he planned to borrow this power of Heavenly Dao and break through the shackles in one stroke! 
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Chapter 1674: Breakthrough Above Ten Miles! 

The energy in the electric snake was being stripped away bit by bit. 

Ye Yuan’s body was absorbing energy little by little! 

Amidst the incredible pain, Ye Yuan’s entire body radiated with a dazzling light. 

Rumble! 

Ye Yuan’s golden body became incomparably bright, illuminating the gloomy realm fog space akin to 

daytime! 

The Nine Transformations Golden Body’s fourth transformation was finally completed! 

Ye Yuan’s physical body directly broke through the shackles! 

Now, Ye Yuan could contend with Divine Lord Realm powerhouses just based on his physical body. 

However, it was not over yet! 

The crazy Ye Yuan was still stripping away energy and tempering the fleshy body. 

He was challenging his limits! 

The berserk energy poured into Ye Yuan’s body frenziedly. 

Finally, Ye Yuan could not withstand it and let go of the electric snake. 

While his fleshy body directly broke through to peak initial-stage fourth transformation! 

“Hahaha! Awesome! This electric snake’s energy is really too strong! I only used a little bit, and it can 

actually let me break through to the fourth transformation!” 

After enduring the suffering, Ye Yuan currently felt that he was filled with explosive power. 

That invigorating feeling made him unable to refrain from lifting his head to the sky and howling. 

Dustless smiled bitterly and said, “It was really accomplished by you, this brat! Truly a freak! Now, you 

can blow up a third-layered heaven Divine Lord with one punch!” 

Peak initial-stage fourth transformation, the strength was comparable to third-layered heaven Divine 

Lord. 

But powerhouses who cultivated the physical body could virtually sweep across those in the same rank! 

The power of Ye Yuan’s dragon race martial technique far surpassed ordinary fleshy body powerhouses. 

Blowing up a third-layered heaven Divine Lord was nothing difficult. 
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Even facing fourth-layered heaven Divine Lords, he had the strength to fight too! 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “After breaking through this time, my Atavism Dragon Soul awakened again! 

Now, my fleshy body’s combat strength can finally be put to use!” 

Ye Yuan’s dragon race martial technique was mastered through extensive study, his combat strength 

immediately soared by more than a level. 

“Mn? Ye Yuan, look at your golden body. There seem to be some additional profound patterns!” 

Dustless suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, lowering his head and looking at his physical body. 

Under the electric snake’s berserk energy, Ye Yuan’s body was long in tattered ruins already. 

Ye Yuan discovered to his surprise that there were indeed some blue-colored profound patterns on his 

physical body. 

These blue profound patterns were inlaid into his golden body. If not looking closely, one really could 

not tell. 

“This ... What the hell is this?” Ye Yuan said in surprise. 

Dustless shook his head and was also puzzled as he said, “Nine Transformations Golden Body would not 

have this kind of patterns show up. I don’t know as well. However ... the color of these patterns is very 

similar to that electric snake. Is it possible that ... inside the energy which you absorbed just now, some 

attribute inside the electric snake was absorbed over?” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, his scalp could not help tingling. 

This electric snake was undoubtedly extremely powerful. Even if encountered by Celestial Deity 

powerhouses, they would likely turn to ashes instantly too. 

Now, getting it onto his body, don’t know if it was a blessing or disaster! 

“Forget it, don’t care about it! It’s a blessing if not a calamity. If it’s a calamity, it can’t be avoided!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan withdrew the golden light on his body and took out a blue-robe from his storage ring 

to wear, and continued moving forward. 

No idea how long he walked either, it suddenly became bright in front of Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, the pressure on his body suddenly increased again. 

He realized that he could not go any further. 

Ye Yuan’s control of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain currently was merely limited to the fourth level. 

The further up this Heavenspan Mountain, the more powerful Heavenly Dao’s pressure. 

Now, it already reached the limit of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

Going further would be an unknown area for Ye Yuan. Even if he had the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, 

he would still be crushed into meat paste by Heavenly Dao. 



However, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of turning back. 

He felt the surrounding spiritual energy and immediately, a feeling of gladdening the heart and 

refreshing the mind transmitted over. 

“What powerful spiritual energy! Breaking through here is the most suitable!” Ye Yuan said with a grin. 

Getting to work at once, Ye Yuan did not hesitate, directly sitting down cross-legged, and started 

digesting the comprehension he had along this ten-mile-road bit by bit. 

The Chaos Heavenspan Canon’s fourth level cultivation method’s framework was already built. Now, it 

was only a matter of understanding it thoroughly. 

When the fourth level cultivation method was thoroughly formed, he could break through the shackles 

in one fell swoop, breaking through to the fourth level realm! 

Ye Yuan shut his eyes and meditated, completely isolating the outside world. 

Either way, no one dared to attack inside the Heavenspan Mountain. He was not worried that someone 

would take the chance to deal a blow while he was meditating. 

One day, two days ... ten days, 15 days! 

In a blink, half a month passed. 

Suddenly, a storm came out of nowhere! 

Wind formed under Ye Yuan’s feet, gradually forming a spiritual energy vortex. 

Then, the vortex became bigger and bigger, the commotion became more and more horrifying. 

Rumble! 

A shocking aura surged to the sky. 

Ye Yuan’s body emitted rays of electric light. The spiritual energy above ten-miles closed in toward Ye 

Yuan’s place frenziedly. 

All around, the Celestial Deity powerhouses who were currently meditating with closed eyes were 

abruptly startled awake by this surge of powerful aura. 

“What’s going on? Somebody is breaking through?” 

“Who is breaking through? This commotion is also too frightening, right?” 

“Pfft! Is my eyesight failing? That ... That is an Origin Deity Realm martial artist, he ... he’s breaking 

through to the Divine Lord Realm?” 

“It’s really an Origin Deity Realm! My God, where did an Origin Deity Realm come from?” 

... 

Above ten-miles, the group of Celestial Deity powerhouses burst into an utter uproar. 



The Heavenspan Mountain was very calm, calm until even throwing a rock could not stir up a hint of a 

wave. 

Because no one dared to behave atrociously here. 

But now, the situation completely exploded! 

The commotion of Ye Yuan breaking through was too great, disturbing all of the Celestial Deity 

powerhouses, causing them to be unable to sit quietly and meditate at all. 

This level of Heavenly Dao was thoroughly thrown into disorder by Ye Yuan. 

Back then, when Ye Yuan came out of the Martial Tower, the commotion caused was already sufficiently 

big. 

But compared to this time, that paled greatly in comparison. 

One had to know, the Heavenspan Mountain was the source of the Heavenspan World. Its spiritual 

energy was also the most in the entire Heavenspan World. 

The spiritual energy here was virtually more than a hundred times of Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Back then, when Ye Yuan comprehended the Chaos Heavenspan Canon, the heavens bestowed a 

blessing. The spiritual energy of the Heavenspan Mountain skyrocketed several times. Until now, it still 

had not completely dissipated yet. 

The Heavenspan Mountain’s spiritual energy could be described as horrifying. 

Furthermore, this place was the territory of Celestial Deities. The spiritual energy was far more 

compared to the territory of Divine Lords to begin with. 

Under such an environment, Ye Yuan still caused such a horrifying influence. It could be seen how 

astonishing his breakthrough this time was. 

Moreover, his breakthrough was different from ordinary people. Lightning flashed and thunder 

rumbled. Dark clouds gathered overhead. It was simply like the end-of-the-world had descended. 

Ye Yuan’s entire being was surrounded by a cloud of thick fog. The Celestial Deity powerhouses could 

not see clearly at all. 

How could this kind of commotion be what an Origin Deity Realm martial artist breaking through should 

have? 

They pointed and gestured to Ye Yuan, each and every one of them with dumbfounded faces, 

completely ignorant of how this kind of thing could happen. 

Even if it were them, Celestial Deity powerhouses breaking through, they were unable to arouse such a 

terrifying commotion! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1675: Brand New Realm! 

“I say, guys, do you think that guy wouldn’t have run over from the realm fog, right?” 
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“There’s really a possibility! His position is at the edge of the fogrealm. The passageway also hasn’t 

opened up currently, so there’s no way that he came straight up from outside.” 

“Yeah, an Origin Deity Realm, it’s impossible to run up by hiding among us too.” 

“Where did this genius pop out from? Is the Heavenspan World’s sky going to change? An Origin Deity 

Realm breaking through actually has such commotion!” 

“Isn’t that so? Even if you and I break through, it’s also impossible to cause such a big commotion! 

Looking at his appearance, he’ll only give up after absorbing the spiritual energy above ten-miles clean!” 

... 

The group of Celestial Deity powerhouses looked at the Ye Yuan inside the storm and was struck even 

more with wonder. 

Too many unknowns, too many mysteries; it made them feel unbearably itchy, wanting to take a look at 

just who was breaking through. 

And Ye Yuan’s divine sea was currently undergoing earth-shaking changes at this time. 

Innumerable spiritual energy entered his body from every pore, finally merging into the divine sea. 

His divine sea was just like a bottomless pit; unable to be filled no matter what. 

Ye Yuan’s divine sea was long already saturated. Logically speaking, it was unable to accommodate more 

divine essence at all. 

However, at this time, those viscous divine essence in his divine sea started to slowly revolve under the 

urging of the fourth level cultivation method. 

This revolution was just like a millstone, compressing and condensing the originally paste-like divine 

essence once more. 

As a result, after a large quantity of spiritual energy was refined by Ye Yuan, it merged into that vortex. 

This vortex was just like a black hole, devouring the refined divine essence frenziedly. 

Now, inside Ye Yuan’s divine lord, a slowly rotating viscous cyclone formed. 

In terms of size, this viscous cyclone was much smaller than before. But the thickness of the divine 

essence was a hundred times more than before! 

Rumble ... 

A horrifying aura transmitted out of the storm, reaching straight for the firmament! 

Ye Yuan’s aura soared frenziedly inside the storm. 

Finally, he broke through the bottleneck of Origin Deity Realm in one stroke, entering the Divine Dao 

fourth stage! 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes suddenly opened, his eyes shooting out rays of brilliant light. 



His eyes were full of shock. 

The storm started gradually dissipating. The Celestial Deity powerhouses outside all opened their eyes 

wide, wanting to take a look at just who it was that actually caused such a powerful influence. 

Swoosh! 

Just as a figure was faintly discernible, that person’s figure moved, directly tunneling into the fog realm. 

When the Celestial Deity powerhouses who were waiting eagerly saw this scene, they could not resist 

letting loose a torrent of abuse. 

“What a cunning lad, actually ran!” 

“F*ck, this kid is too wily! Scratched until your father’s heart is unbearably itchy but he actually slipped 

away!” 

“Bastard, get back for your father! You’re being extremely irresponsible here! You’ll die a horrible 

death!” 

“This bastard, he actually really passed through via the fog realm. How in the world did he do it?” 

“This kid is too mysterious! Ahhh, I can’t take it anymore, who the hell was that punk?!” 

... 

Right now, these Celestial Deity powerhouses were like watching a suspenseful movie, all of the 

mysteries would be revealed at the last second. 

But when this movie played out until all of the mysteries were about to be unveiled, the power suddenly 

cut off. 

This emotion of going crazy, only the parties involved could understand it. 

If Ye Yuan showed up right now, he would definitely be dismembered by a flurry of blades by these 

Celestial Deity powerhouses. 

However, Ye Yuan could not be bothered with those Celestial Deity powerhouses. 

He knew that his commotion was too big. Furthermore, passing through from the fog realm, those 

people would definitely be very curious. 

Once he revealed his true self, there would be countless troubles. 

Those were all Celestial Deity powerhouses. Even if Ye Yuan’s current means were immensely 

formidable, it was also impossible to be their match. 

If someone had a malicious intent, wanting to find him to be a guinea pig, or coveted the treasures on 

him, that would not be too good. 

As for their unbearably itchy hearts, Ye Yuan did not care. 

Whatever! 



Of course, Ye Yuan being anxious to get away was because naturally there was a more important thing 

to do. 

Because he broke through to a brand new realm, a completely different realm! 

Ye Yuan needed to figure out just what kind of realm he broke through to. 

Creating a cultivation method, everything was empty talk. 

What it was like after breaking through, Ye Yuan was completely unsure too. 

Everything needed him to go and fumble. 

Entering the fog realm, Ye Yuan found an open space and started introspecting his own body. 

Inside the divine sea, a viscous cyclone was revolving systematically, like a cluster of nebulae. 

But Ye Yuan could feel that his divine essence was already completely different from before. 

As for the specifics of what was different, he could not tell either. 

The size of the viscous divine essence was around one-fourth smaller than before. 

But the total reserve of the divine essence was a hundred times more than before! 

Ye Yuan sensed that this viscous cyclone seemed to be very mysterious. It further compressed the 

viscous divine essence. 

He clearly absorbed a large amount of divine essence, but the size became even smaller than before 

instead. 

However, what surprised Ye Yuan was that his divine sea became small too! 

Other people breaking through to the Divine Lord Realm, it was transforming the divine sea into a small 

world. 

Him on the other hand, not only did his divine sea not become big, it shrunk instead. 

“Mn? What’s this?” 

Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that the surroundings of the viscous cyclone seemed to have some 

miniscule patterns. 

“These patterns seem ... to be somewhat similar to the patterns on your body!” Dustless suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan looked carefully. It really was so! 

But studying it for a long time, he also did not figure out what use these patterns had. 

“What ... What’s my realm? Seems like ... calling it Divine Lord Realm isn’t too appropriate, right?” Ye 

Yuan suddenly said with a bitter smile. 

By creating a small world and becoming the sovereign of a world, only then could one be called a Divine 

Lord. 



But Ye Yuan did not have a small world at all and naturally could not be called a Divine Lord. 

Dustless also looked speechless as he said, “This path of yours is unprecedented and unrepeatable. But I 

can feel that your realm is likely extraordinary! Maybe ... the path that you take is correct and others ... 

forget it, you’d better name it.” 

Ye Yuan had a bitter smile on his face, suddenly having a feeling of how the world was drunk and he 

alone was awake. 

He thought about it and said, “Since a cyclone formed in my divine sea, why not call it Divine Vortex 

Realm!” 

Dustless nodded when he heard it and said, “Divine Vortex Realm, it’s apt. Heh heh, this old man is 

somewhat looking forward to just where you, this kid, can walk to!” 

Ye Yuan laughed loudly and said, “I don’t dare to say which step I can walk until, but right now, I’m 

somewhat itching to have a go. I want to try the power of this Divine Vortex Realm!” 

Dustless froze when he heard that and said with uncertainty, “How to try?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Isn’t there a live target ahead? Heh heh, let’s go back.” 

Dustless was stunned and immediately revealed a knowing smile. 

When that group of people saw Ye Yuan return, they would definitely get a big shock, right? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1676: Slapping Faces When Hitting People 

“Don’t look anymore. You don’t think that he can really come out, right?” 

At a summit of ten miles, Leng Qiuling was somewhat absent-minded. This one month’s time, she was 

unable to sit quietly and meditate, looking over in the direction of the fog realm from time to time. 

When Zhuo Han saw this, his jealousy could not resist bursting out, speaking sarcastically. 

Leng Qiuling gave him a glance indifferently and said coolly, “Maybe he can really come out?” 

Zhuo Han laughed in spite of himself and said, “I know what you’re thinking, but there’s a saying called 

can be done once, twice, but not thrice! Does he really think that he’s something? An Origin Deity Realm 

barging into the fog realm, this is purely courting death!” 

Leng Qiuling opened her mouth but did not speak. 

What Zhuo Han said was reasonable. Even though she knew that Ye Yuan was very mysterious and had a 

lot of means. 

But this fog realm clearly already surpassed the normal scope. No matter how immensely formidable 

one’s means were, it was also impossible to come out from inside. 

Leng Qiuling also did not know why she would be like this. Perhaps it was that stepping up for her 

without the slightest hesitation. 
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Different from other people’s deliberate striking up a conversation with her, Ye Yuan was purely just 

helping her out. 

Leng Qiuling could tell that when she took out the jade sword, Ye Yuan hesitated for that split second. 

Clearly, he did not want to take it. 

Zhuo Han gave Leng Qiuling a glance and said, “Junior Sister Leng, I admit that this kid has some 

capabilities, but people like him will screw themselves to death sooner or later. This kind of guy isn’t 

worth you recalling with nostalgia at all.” 

Right at this time, a nonchalant voice sounded out, drawing everyone’s gaze, “Oh? So a moron like you is 

worth recalling with nostalgia?” 

It was only to see Ye Yuan slowly walk out of the fog with a playful smile on his face. 

Ye Yuan’s sudden appearance immediately caused an uproar. 

“I-Is my eyesight failing? He really came out alive of the fog realm?” 

“Hang on! His aura seems to be different! It’s no longer Origin Deity Realm anymore!” 

“It really is! His aura is much more powerful, but ... I can’t quite see through him!” 

“What in the world did he experience inside the fog realm? Could it be that inside the realm fog, there’s 

some fortuitous encounter?” 

... 

Everyone had disbelieving looks. For an Origin Deity Realm to be able to enter the Heavenspan 

Mountain, fine. An Origin Deity Realm being able to walk to the summit of ten miles could also be 

understood. 

But, an Origin Deity Realm entering the realm fog and still being able to come out, what the hell was 

this? 

Could it be that this guy was unkillable? 

“Y-Y-You ... How did you come out? Impossible! Even Celestial Deity powerhouses can’t come out of 

there, so how can you possibly come out?” 

When Zhuo Han saw Ye Yuan, he had an expression like he had seen a ghost, stammering when 

speaking. 

“How did I come out? Naturally, it’s walked out!” Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Zhuo Han had shock written all over his face. Why was this guy’s life so tenacious? 

The so-called forbidden land, he walked across it as easily as flat ground. 

There was actually such a freakish person in this world? 

Not far away, Leng Qiuling looked at Ye Yuan, pleasantly surprised, but also shocked. 



She did not expect that Ye Yuan actually really came out of the fog realm. 

This man was truly an enigmatic existence! 

This one month’s time, what on earth did he experience inside? 

Ye Yuan slowly walked over toward Zhuo Han and said with a grin, “Still remember what I said before I 

left?” 

Even though Ye Yuan’s aura skyrocketed significantly, with his ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord 

strength, he naturally would not be scared of Ye Yuan. 

Recalling the words before Ye Yuan left, he smiled coldly and said, “This place is the Heavenspan 

Mountain. Even if I don’t dare to attack you, could it be that you dare to make a move on me?” 

Ye Yuan chuckled as he looked at Zhuo Han and said, “Then ... Let’s give it a try?” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan suddenly slammed a fist out, directly striking Zhuo Han’s face. 

Zhuo Han completely did not expect that Ye Yuan actually dared to really attack. 

Caught off-guard, he was sent flying by one punch. 

A person must not hit the face when hitting people. But this punch of Ye Yuan’s aimed for the face, 

hitting until his face was full of blood. 

Zhuo Han staggered to his feet, his entire person dazed and confused, unable to even differentiate the 

direction. 

“S-So strong! A casual punch actually breached Zhuo Han’s divine essence protection!” Leng Qiuling said 

with a face full of shock. 

Ye Yuan himself also looked at his fist, pleasant surprise all over his face. 

The power of this punch somewhat exceeded his imagination. 

This punch earlier, he did not employ the power of the fleshy body. It completely relied on the power of 

divine essence. 

He discovered that his divine essence seemed to be totally different from before. 

Even though his punch did not have world power, he could sense that there was another kind of power 

contained inside, enhancing the power of his moves! 

Ye Yuan did not know what this power was called. But he was certain that it was absolutely not weaker 

than world power. 

No, wait, it should be above the standard rather than below it! 

Zhuo Han shook his head hard before barely managing to come back to his senses. 

He looked at Ye Yuan and burned with rage. 

“You ... You actually really dared to make a move! I ... I’m going to kill you!” 



Zhuo Han being so old, it was still his first time being so disgraced, to actually get hit by a brat who just 

broke through to the Divine Lord Realm! 

He currently already lost his head in fury and completely forgotten that he was at the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

The aura of ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord suddenly released. That terrifying divine essence 

undulation gave people a feeling of palpitation. 

This Zhuo Han’s strength indeed was not just for show. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han with a smile that was not a smile, seemingly not worried at all. 

Suddenly, a terrifying aura came from above the sky. 

Dark clouds virtually formed in an instant. 

The terrifying aura instantly overshadowed Zhuo Han’s aura. 

Zhuo Han suddenly shuddered, a scent of death instantly clutched his throat, making him unable to 

breathe. 

Without thinking, Zhuo Han dismissed his divine essence and recovered to his normal state. 

Only then did the dark clouds in the sky calm it’s angry and dissipate away. 

Even though the dark clouds dissipated, Zhuo Han’s back was already drenched in sweat. 

Only now did he abruptly and completely come to his senses, this was on the Heavenspan Mountain. 

As long as someone dared to make a move, it would trigger heavenly punishment! 

Fortunately, he did not attack just now. Otherwise, he would have already turned to ashes now. 

Suddenly, his entire body trembled, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Why was this guy fine? 

Not just him, everyone used a horrified expression to look at Ye Yuan. 

Although Ye Yuan’s momentum was far from Zhuo Han’s, he had indeed employed divine essence and 

the power of laws. 

Why didn’t heavenly punishment descend? 

“Weren’t you going to kill me? I’m standing right here, bring it on!” Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han with a 

smile that was not a smile and said. 

Zhuo Han’s expression was incomparably ugly. Currently, in his eyes, Ye Yuan was an out-and-out 

monster. 

“If you’re not coming over, then I’m going over! That punch earlier wasn’t done to my satisfaction yet!” 



Ye Yuan slowly pressed in on Zhuo Han. Zhuo Han was really frightened this time. He repeatedly backed 

away, expression panicky as he said, “D-Don’t come over! You don’t come over! Why, why doesn’t it 

bring on heavenly punishment when you attack?!” 

Rumble! 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered to explain to him at all. His figure suddenly vanished from where he was 

standing, and then he dealt another punch at Zhuo Han’s face! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1677: Plundering Clean 

Ye Yuan’s current realm was merely more or less the same as a first-layered heaven Divine Lord.Logically 

speaking, Ye Yuan’s fist could not cause real damage to Zhuo Han. 

But each punch of his was fist to the flesh, pummeling Zhuo Han’s face brutally. 

Zhuo Han’s protective divine essence could not block Ye Yuan’s fist at all. 

With a few fists, Zhuo Han’s entire person was hit until he was dizzy, unable to differentiate north, 

south, east, west at all. 

He only had one thought right now, that was to run! 

“D-Don’t hit anymore!” 

Everything turned dark before Zhuo Han’s eyes, eyes kept on rolling back, shouting as he ran wildly. 

That appearance was comical to the extreme. 

On the massive Heavenspan Mountain, the two people could be described as ‘you chased, I fled.’ 

Except, a first-layered heaven Divine Lord pursuing a ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord and beating the 

latter, this image was seriously too impactful. 

Yet, one could not fly on the Heavenspan Mountain. Ye Yuan even knew spatial magical abilities, walking 

as if on wings. 

No matter how Zhuo Han ran, he could catch up in a couple of steps, then firmly give him a punch. 

By the side, the people were all dumbfounded. 

“This guy is also too strong, right?” 

“The crux is that why didn’t he trigger heavenly punishment?” 

“This kid is really too mysterious. All along the way, he subverted our understanding!” 

“Tsk tsk, Zhuo Han suffered a big loss this time. An exalted ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord could only 

be beaten and not fight back, it’s really aggrieving to death.” 

... 
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Zhuo Han’s junior apprentice brothers all did not dare to step forward. They did not dare to make a 

move either and could only watch Zhuo Han get beaten helplessly. 

Finally, Zhuo Han could not take it anymore and cried out tearfully, “I beg you, don’t hit anymore. Keep 

hitting and I’ll be disfigured! As long as you don’t hit anymore, I’ll agree to anything you want me to do!” 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan stopped and said with a smile that was not a smile, “Anything really goes?” 

“Yes! Anything goes! As long as you stop attacking!” 

Zhuo Han was really frightened. This was simply an endless torture. 

This guy in front of him was simply a devil! 

Zhuo Han suddenly felt that in this Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan was invincible. 

The Heavenspan Mountain’s various restrictions on ordinary martial artists completely had no effect on 

him. 

You could not attack, but he could! 

You could not enter the fog realm, he could! 

In this world, was there still such an unreasonable thing? 

A dignified ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord, placed outside, that was a powerhouse of a region! 

Now, he was actually beaten by a fellow who just broke through to the Divine Lord Realm until his looks 

were beyond recognition, who would I go and find to reason things out?! 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Alright. I’ll say two things, and as long as you can accomplish them, not 

attacking you is doable.” 

“You say, you say! You say whatever and I’ll agree!” Zhuo Han did not even think and immediately said. 

He was not dumb and naturally knew that Ye Yuan would demand an exorbitant price. 

But currently, he had no choice! 

Facing an invincible opponent, other than yielding, what other choices did you have? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Firstly, apologize to Miss Leng and swear a Heavenly Dao Oath to not pester her 

again in the future!” 

Zhuo Han’s brain had just come back to his senses. Hearing this, his expression could not help changing 

and he pointed at Ye Yuan and said furiously, “Ye Yuan, you ... you’re despicable!” 

Ye Yuan did not get angry either, raising his fist smilingly. 

Zhuo Han could not help choking and gnashed his teeth in hatred as he said, “Fine, I promise you!” 

In Zhuo Han’s view, Ye Yuan definitely wanted to lust after someone out of his league, using this kind of 

method to force him to quit. 



Actually, Ye Yuan really did not have improper thoughts toward Leng Qiuling. It was all Zhuo Han’s own 

wishful thinking. 

But Ye Yuan also would not explain it. After all, in front of so many people, a lady’s face was still very 

important. 

Letting everyone misunderstand a little was unimportant to him. 

Leng Qiuling looked at Ye Yuan rather surprisedly, not expecting that Ye Yuan’s first request was actually 

for her sake. 

Honestly speaking, she was really annoyed by this stick candy-like Zhuo Han to the max. Yet, she could 

not shake him off no matter what. 

The two families’ elders were very optimistic about the interaction between them. 

Now, being able to resolve this problem once and for all, it was naturally a good thing to her. 

Thinking up to this point, she was rather moved by Ye Yuan in her heart. 

It was only to see Zhuo Han come before Leng Qiuling unwillingly. Using an extremely resentful gaze to 

look at her, he opened his mouth, but could not say anything. 

Everyone said that the more unobtainable the woman, the more tempted men were. 

Conquering an iceberg beauty like this was an extremely fulfilling sense of accomplishment to Zhuo Han. 

He also believed that by relying on his talent, he could melt this iceberg one day. 

But now, because of one oath, all of his efforts vanished like soap bubbles. 

“What? You still have a chance to go back on your word now!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han with a grin and raised his fist again. 

Zhuo Han was already frightened out of his wits by Ye Yuan. He gritted his teeth, bowed to Leng Qiuling, 

and said, “Junior Sister Leng, in the past, it was all my fault. I shouldn’t have pestered you! I, Zhuo Han, 

swear in the name of Heavenly Dao, to absolutely not pester you anymore in the future! If I violate this 

oath, I’ll die a horrible death!” 

Zhuo Han hated Ye Yuan in his heart! 

But he could not do anything about it! 

He already thought it over. After leaving the Heavenspan Mountain, he must think of ways to kill Ye 

Yuan. 

This enmity must be avenged! 

Hearing Zhuo Han’s oath, Leng Qiuling also had a feeling akin to being relieved of a heavy burden. 

She turned to Ye Yuan and said coolly, “Thank you!” 



Although the tone was very indifferent, Ye Yuan could feel her sincerity and smiled at once, saying, “A 

small matter, Miss Leng don’t have to mind.” 

These two people’s conversation seemed very plain, but it was extremely sardonic in other people’s 

ears. 

Zhuo Han said that he would no longer pester Leng Qiuling, but Leng Qiuling said thanks to Ye Yuan. 

This smack was really smacked resoundingly! 

How adverse was she toward Zhuo Han to say this kind of words in public? 

Zhuo Han’s expression was simply even uglier than having eaten a fly. 

Uh, of course, his currently pig-head-like face, others could not tell either. 

Many people were secretly snickering, the scene was extremely embarrassing for some time. 

Leng Qiuling’s disposition was cold. Her emotional intelligence was obviously on the low-side. She still 

had not felt that there was anything wrong with her words. 

But looking at everyone laughing, she was somewhat confused. 

Zhuo Han himself could not take it anymore. Turning to Ye Yuan, he said, “I’ve already done the first 

condition, so state the second!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Hand over all of the storage rings on you and your junior apprentice brothers!” 

When Zhuo Han heard, he immediately wanted to roar. But seeing Ye Yuan raise his fist, that chest full 

of rage immediately fizzled out. 

“C-Consider yourself ruthless!’ Zhuo Han was angered until he was about to explode, but could not do 

anything to Ye Yuan at all. 

Apart from yielding, what else could he do? 

Zhuo Han turned to the group of junior brothers and said crossly, “Hand over all of the storage rings on 

your bodies!’ 

Finished talking, he himself took out a bunch of storage rings. After removing the imprints, he threw 

them to Ye Yuan altogether. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhuo Han and said with a smile that was not a smile, “All swear a Heavenly Dao Oath, 

don’t think of smoking through!” 

Zhuo Han could not help choking when he heard that and could only fish out another storage ring from 

his body. 

Clearly, the things inside this storage ring were very important to him. 

He looked at Ye Yuan viciously, wanting to say a few fierce words, but when the words reached the tip of 

his tongue, he forced it back. 

Saying fierce words at this time was purely asking for trouble. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1678: Leaving the Heavenspan Mountain 

Ye Yuan collected over a hundred storage rings and made each of them swear a Heavenly Dao Oath 

before he was willing to drop the matter. 

No need to check to find out. These hundred over storage rings were definitely a large sum of wealth. 

These people all came from an imperial capital, they were not shabby like the geniuses of imperial cities. 

Breaking through to the Divine Vortex Realm, Ye Yuan’s expenditure would increase. He naturally would 

not mind having an abundance of money. 

Putting away the storage rings, Ye Yuan said to Zhuo Han with a smile, “You all carry on comprehending 

Heavenly Dao. I won’t disturb anymore. If we’re fated, we’ll meet again.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan turned around and left. 

“L-Left just like that.” Everyone had a stunned expression. 

The Heavenspan Mountain was not what one could come as and when they liked. Each time they came 

to the Heavenspan Mountain, the martial artist’s body would carry away quite a bit of Heavenly Dao’s 

aura. 

Only by refining all of these Heavenly Dao aurae could one enter once more. 

To geniuses like Leng Qiuling and Zhuo Han, they only used around 100 year’s time and could pretty 

much digest all of these Heavenly Dao. 

But to martial artists with very weak aptitude, they needed to spend thousands, even tens of thousands 

of years before they could digest these Heavenly Dao. 

Therefore, coming to the Heavenspan Mountain each time was an extremely precious opportunity for 

martial artists. They all cherished it very much. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s current intention, he was actually going to leave in-advance. 

Ye Yuan’s goal of coming to the Heavenspan Mountain was already attained. He already did not need to 

stay here any longer. 

Creating the fourth level cultivation method, before Ye Yuan broke through to the fifth level, there 

would not be much of a bottleneck. 

There was nothing that could not be solved by a medicinal pill. 

Moreover, with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain on him, if not for encountering the major bottleneck 

this time, he did not need to come to the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Bringing along a Heavenspan Mountain on him was a great thing. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s departing back view, Leng Qiuling actually gave rise to a faint sense of melancholy 

in her heart. 
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She was taken aback with fright by her feelings. She actually had the feeling of not bearing to part 

toward a man? 

This ... shouldn’t be! 

But Leng Qiuling was indifferent by nature and restrained her thoughts very quickly, and started 

comprehending Heavenly Dao. 

She came to the Heavenspan Mountain this time in order to break through to the Celestial Deity Realm 

in one stroke. 

Currently, she already wasted a lot of time. She could not delay any longer. 

Ye Yuan came to the mountainside and found the Ning Tianping who was currently comprehending 

Heavenly Dao and directly interrupted him. 

When Ning Tianping saw Ye Yuan, his eyes immediately lit up and he said in surprise, “Ye Yuan, you ... 

you broke through!” 

Ning Tianping was secretly shocked in his heart. He did not quite understand, with his strength, he 

actually could not see through Ye Yuan’s depths. 

He just knew that Ye Yuan’s aura skyrocketed recently. He definitely broke through to the Divine Lord 

Realm soundly already. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This trip wasn’t in vain. Come on, let’s go down the mountain!” 

Ning Tianping did not hesitate either and nodded his head and said, “Go!” 

However, Mo Lifei was indignant and said with a frown, “A chance to come to the Heavenspan 

Mountain is hard to come by, so how can you give up halfway?” 

Ye Yuan glanced at Ning Tianping and smiled without saying a word. 

Ning Tianping smiled and said, “Master, you still don’t understand His Excellency enough. Now that he 

broke through to rank four, this disciple breaking through to the Celestial Deity Realm is also right 

around the corner. I don’t need to waste time at the Heavenspan Mountain at all.” 

Mo Lifei was stunned and full of puzzlement. 

Ning Tianping continued and said, “Master isn’t aware, but His Excellency is even a Four-star Alchemy 

God! 

Mo Lifei thought that Ye Yuan had some astonishing ability. After hearing it, he said disdainfully, “Four-

star Alchemy Gods, you can easily find a whole bunch in this world! It’s true that he’s impressive, but his 

impressiveness can’t transfer onto you either! A Four-star Alchemy God can ensure that you 

breakthrough to Celestial Deity Realm? This Celestial Deity Realm is also too pointless!” 

Ning Tianping was speechless. He also knew that not seeing Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao standard with their 

own eyes, it was very hard for normal people to believe it. 



Ning Tianping just chuckled and transmitted his voice to Mo Lifei who was inside the spirit void ring, 

“Master, you’ll know how terrifying His Excellency’s Alchemy Dao standard in the future. Perhaps, he’ll 

be the second Medicine Ancestor!” 

The Mo Lifei inside the spirit void ring trembled all over, his eyes revealing a look of disbelief. 

Ning Tianping’s appraisal was a little too high, right? 

However, if Ye Yuan’s alchemy strength could really rival the Medicine Ancestor’s, then helping Ning 

Tianping to break through to the Celestial Deity Realm was naturally nothing difficult. 

While Mo Lifei was in a daze, Ning Tianping already went down the mountain with Ye Yuan. 

At the bottom of each level of the Heavenspan Mountain, there would be a passageway. 

As long as one entered that passageway, they would be able to get out of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

The two people passed right through the passageway and returned to the Heavenspan World. 

Ye Yuan was not in a hurry to leave but returned to Southfoot Town. 

Within reason and favor, he should bid farewell to the old drunkard. 

When the old drunkard saw Ye Yuan, he could not help getting a shock. 

“You ... You really returned safe and sound! No, wait, you even broke through! But why ... do I actually 

have a feeling of not being able to see through your actual situation?” 

Seeing Ye Yuan again, the old drunkard discovered that monumental changes took place on Ye Yuan’s 

body. 

This kind of transformation was very hard to use words to describe. 

But without a doubt, Ye Yuan broke through to rank four! 

At this moment, he finally understood why Dustless thought so highly of Ye Yuan. 

Entering the Heavenspan Mountain with Origin Deity Realm strength, not only did he come out 

unscathed, he even broke through the shackles. 

Just based on this, it was not what ordinary people could accomplish. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Junior’s cultivation method is a little special. So it looks somewhat like inside a 

cloud and fog.” 

The old drunkard’s expression changed and he said in surprise, “Since you obtained Lord Immortal 

Grove’s inheritance, you actually didn’t cultivate his cultivation method?” 

The old drunkard understood Immortal Grove very well. Even though Immortal Grove was very 

formidable, his cultivation method could not possibly let Ye Yuan give him this kind of feeling. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This junior didn’t cultivate Senior Immortal Grove’s cultivation method.” 

The old drunkard’s expression changed, incredibly shocked in their hearts. 



One had to know, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s cultivation method was the Heavenspan 

World’s peak cultivation method. 

As long as one cultivated in the proper order, forget about Heavenly Empyrean Realm, even peak 

Heavenly Emperor was completely not an issue. 

But Ye Yuan actually did not cultivate! 

Then where did his cultivation method come from? 

Dustless also appeared and said with a smile, “You don’t have to guess here and there anymore. This 

cultivation method was created by Ye Yuan! He encountered a bottleneck, so that’s why he would come 

to the Heavenspan Mountain to seek opportunities to break through. Now that he already broke 

through successfully, there’s naturally no need to stay as well. Old drunkard, you just wait at ease. 

About Immortal Grove’s grudge, Ye Yuan will help him to avenge it before long!” 

Old drunkard’s entire body trembled, with titanic waves setting off in his heart. 

For Dustless to dare say this, it showed that he had full confidence in Ye Yuan. 

Looking at it now, this kid in front of him was really not as simple as he imagined. 

After the astonishment, the old drunkard gave Ye Yuan a deep glance and said, “Alright, this old man will 

wait for your good news! If you can help Lord Immortal Grove take revenge, this old man will serve you 

all your life by slaving and toiling for you for life!” 

Ye Yuan hurriedly said, “Senior Drunkard is too serious, that Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang, I have a great 

enmity too. Even if not for Senior Immortal Grove’s sake, I won’t let him go either.” 

Dustless scolded with a laugh, “You old fogey, you really take yourself to be someone important! This 

kid’s future accomplishments are far from what you can imagine! Jiu Shang is merely one of his stepping 

stones!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1679: Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation 

After the two people went out of the boundary of Southfoot Town, they directly entered the Purple 

Extreme Hall and sped like the wind toward the incoming road. 

After several days, the Purple Extreme Hall came to a canyon. 

Suddenly, the Purple Extreme Hall seemed to have been caught in a quagmire and was actually unable 

to advance an inch further. 

“Your Excellency, what’s going on?” Ning Tianping said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said, “Looks like there are some small tails that weren’t cleaned up 

and came to look for abuse again. Come, let’s go out and take a look.” 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 
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The moment the two people just revealed their figures, over a dozen sharp arrows tore through the air 

and interwoven to form a dense network of arrows. 

Ning Tianping’s expression changed and he cried out, “Careful, Your Excellency!” 

Normally, they were naturally able to dodge these sharp arrows. 

But currently, they were similarly caught in the quagmire, their figures being greatly restricted. 

Ye Yuan discovered that even his spatial laws were actually unable to work well! 

Clearly, they were caught in a powerful array formation. 

What was fatal was that after these sharp arrows entered the array formation, they would not slow 

down like the trapped people, but they accelerated instead! 

The timing was grasped perfectly, not giving even any chance to enter the Purple Extreme Hall once 

more. 

At the critical moment, Ye Yuan suddenly gave a loud roar. 

Golden light burst out on his body, the faint blue patterns seemingly came to live, wandering around on 

Ye Yuan’s body. 

At this moment, Ye Yuan felt like his body was filled with strength. 

The furious dragon roar surged straight to the sky! 

The Voice of the Dragon God that had not been seen for a long time! 

By the side, Ning Tianping looked at this scene in immense shock. 

He completely had no idea that His Excellency actually still had such a trump card. 

The horrifying sound wave spread out. Those dozen over sharp arrows were directly shattered into 

smithereens. 

Regarding the Voice of the Dragon God’s power, Ye Yuan also did not expect that it would be so 

powerful. 

Those arrows were obviously specially made and were already peak celestial deity artifacts, with the 

quality being extremely hard. 

Furthermore, array formations were enchanted on the arrows. They could traverse freely and not be 

affected by this large formation. 

Ye Yuan originally only wanted to change the trajectory of the arrows through the Voice of the Dragon 

God. He did not expect that they actually directly shattered. 

A roar shattered celestial deity artifacts. How powerful was this Voice of the Dragon God’s might? 

Ye Yuan was wildly elated in his heart. He knew that it must be because of those blue patterns. 

Avoiding this wave of certain-kill assault, Ning Tianping was already drenched in sweat all over his body. 



He knew that he already circled one round around the gates of hell and back. 

If not for Ye Yuan, he would already be shot into a sieve now. 

Outside the large formation, a group of people appeared on the hillside. 

Xiang Yunfei bellowed, “Boss He, you bragged to me how powerful your Wind Breaking Arrows were 

every day. This is how powerful it is? One roar from that punk caused all your arrows to shatter! All 

shattered! I gave you guys all of my assets. Now, you give this kind of result to repay me?” 

They were outside the large formation and could not feel the power of Ye Yuan’s Voice of the Dragon 

God at all. 

Therefore, Xiang Yunfei felt that this Boss He’s Wind Breaking Arrows were only the latter’s brag. The 

power simply did not cut it. 

Boss He was a very powerful bandit in a gang in the vicinity of Riverluck Capital City. 

Of course, they were also a group of notorious bandits. 

They came and went without traces, frequently highway-robbing some passing merchants and experts. 

The powerhouses who died in their hands were too many to enumerate. 

It was said that they had even killed before a seventh-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse! 

This group of people, their strengths were not even beneath the three major forces. 

Xiang Yunfei had wide connections. He expended considerable effort and finally contacted this group of 

bandits. 

He handed all of his assets to the boss, He Tianxiang, inviting them to make a move to intercept and kill 

Ye Yuan. 

Of course, his bit of assets, Boss He thought little of it. 

But when Xiang Yunfei told Boss He the news that Ye Yuan had the Purple Extreme Hall, he was moved. 

This kind of spatial flying-type mystic treasure, furthermore, it was at least a celestial deity mystic 

treasure existence, there was no way they would not be moved. 

Therefore, this group of people followed closely behind Ye Yuan, arrived in the vicinity of the 

Heavenspan Mountain, and lay in ambush in this canyon. 

This canyon was a road that must be passed through back to Riverluck Capital City. If Ye Yuan wanted to 

return, he would definitely go through from here. 

Actually, the strength of Boss He, this group of bandits, was not strong. What they were truly powerful 

in was this array formation and the Wind Breaking Arrow. 

This array formation was a powerful peak Divine Dao rank four array formation. Even if late-stage Divine 

Lord Realm powerhouses get caught inside, it would be very hard to get away too. 



They had indeed killed before a seventh-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse. It was by relying on 

this Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation! 

Xiang Yunfei also took fancy on precisely Boss He’s grand array. That was why he would come and find 

Boss He to take action. 

He did not expect that this certain-kill attack was actually shattered by Ye Yuan, how could he not be 

furious? 

Boss He shot Xiang Yunfei a cold glance and said, “Xiang Yunfei, you dare to roar at your father? Do you 

think that you’re still a fifth-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse?” 

Xiang Yunfei’s expression changed, his anger immediately reducing considerably, but he still said 

furiously, “You screwed things up. I’ll see what you do now!” 

Boss He’s brows were tightly locked as he said with a cold snort, “This Chaos Element Profound Water 

Deity Trapping Formation coupled with the Wind Breaking Arrow, unless one’s strength reached eighth-

layered heaven Divine Lord, otherwise, it’s absolutely impossible to resolve it! Do you think that his roar 

earlier was that simple? Your father’s Wind Breaking Arrow, each one is a peak celestial deity artifact. 

It’s entire body was forged with Thousandfall Profound Ice Metal! More than ten being released in a 

volley, even an immortal will find it hard to block! This kid is very troublesome!” 

Xiang Yunfei gradually calmed down and discovered that it seemed like he really simplified things. 

Peak celestial deity artifact, even if it was him at his prime, wanting to shatter one bare-handedly was 

extremely difficult, let alone more than ten. 

But Ye Yuan actually shattered more than ten with a shout. This roar naturally would not be so simple. 

“What to do now then?” Xiang Yunfei said with a grim expression. 

Boss He said, “Relax! His bit of strength can’t break the Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping 

Formation at all! This grand array is very powerful and even has the effect of devouring divine essence. 

Didn’t you say that he doesn’t have much divine essence stones on hand anymore? I’ll see when he can 

hold out until! Getting caught in the Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation, he’ll be 

hard-pressed to escape even if he grew wings!” 

Hearing this, Xiang Yunfei revealed a look of great joy. 

“Xiang Yunfei, you’re very good! Since you found helpers to come and ambush this Ye, then be prepared 

to suffer this Ye’s wrath!” 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan’s voice was transmitted out of the grand array. 

Xiang Yunfei’s expression changed. He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually directly guessed that it was 

him. 

However, at the thought that Ye Yuan was caught in the grand array, he immediately felt much more 

relieved. He smiled coldly and said, “Brat, this Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation, 

even a seventh-layered heaven Divine Lord is unable to break free when trapped inside! I want to see 



what your wrath is! Want to use divine lord mystic treasures to detonate again? I want to see how many 

divine lord mystic treasures you have!” 

When Boss He heard that, he also smiled coldly and said, “Kid, getting caught in the Chaos Element 

Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation, you just wait to die with peace of mind! Your spatial laws are 

too weak and can’t crack this array formation at all.” 

“Is that so? Then ... I’ll let you take a look at this young master’s wrath right now!” 

Ye Yuan’s voice transmitted over faintly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1680: Brutally Beating Fourth-Layered Heaven! 

“Shameless boasting fool! This set of array formation, your father has already used for ten thousand 

years. No one has ever ...” 

Boss He was extremely confident in the Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation. He 

had used this set of array formation to trap god knows how many experts to death before. It had never 

failed. 

But his words were just said halfway when a loud explosion sound came from inside the canyon. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Countless explosive sound interwoven together. Then a beam of light burst out of the array formation, 

forcefully escaping the Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation. 

Boss He was startled with fright, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

The Purple Extreme Hall stopped in midair, revealing Ye Yuan and Ning Tianping’s figures. Ye Yuan’s gaze 

was filled with killing intent. 

‘No one has ever come out before,’ these few words, were forcefully swallowed back into his stomach 

by him. 

He used an expression like he had seen a ghost to look at Ye Yuan and cried out, “Impossible! How ... 

How did you come out? The Chaos Element Profound Water Deity Trapping Formation is absolutely 

without chinks in its armor! How ... How in the world did you do it?” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “No chinks in the armor? How is there any array formation without 

weaknesses to exploit in this world? No matter how invulnerable it is, it’s also merely a rank four array 

formation. Just blow it up will do!” 

“B-Blow it up?” Boss He muttered. 

He naturally saw the explosion in the grand array. But he could not imagine what kind of explosion could 

blow up his array formation. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said in a cold voice, “Yeah, over 30 middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures 

exploding at the same time, wouldn’t it break?” 
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Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Xiang Yunfei and Boss He both could not resist shuddering. 

“O-Over 30 middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures! You lunatic! H-How can you possibly have so many 

middle-rank mystic treasures on you?” 

Boss He and Xiang Yunfei’s hearts were dripping blood. More than 30 middle-rank divine lord mystic 

treasures were actually gone just like that! 

This guy was not only a madman, but he was also a prodigal son! 

Ye Yuan originally did not have so many middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures on him. But he fleeced 

Zhuo Han and his junior brothers of their storage rings. They virtually had quite a few divine lord mystic 

treasures in each of their hands, middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures were naturally not in the 

minority. 

Just Zhuo Han alone had seven or eight middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures! 

Imperial capitals’ geniuses were indeed loaded as hell! 

If not for these middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures, it would really not be easy for Ye Yuan to want 

to come out. 

Ye Yuan had long discovered that his divine essence was very special. After injecting into middle-rank 

divine lord mystic treasures, it could actually detonate. 

But it had no effect on high-rank divine lord mystic treasures. 

Detonating more than 30 divine lord mystic treasures in an instant, it was equivalent to more than 30 

middle-stage Divine Lord Realm powerhouses attacking all-out. 

These explosions concentrating at one point, the power in that instant practically rivaled the all-out 

attack of late-stage Divine Lord Realm powerhouses. 

Therefore, this unassailable grand array had a crack blasted out. 

One crack was sufficient! 

Ye Yuan looked at Boss He with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Yeah, thanks to you, not one of 

the middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures on my remains! Speaking of which, I still have to thank 

you!” 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s gaze, Boss He could not resist shuddering. 

Over 30 middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures, this was a colossal sum of wealth. 

Even for Ye Yuan, it also somewhat hurt. 

But when Xiang Yunfei heard this, he suddenly laughed wildly and said, “Ye Yuan, you’re saying that you 

don’t have middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures on you anymore? Hahaha ... you fool, don’t even 

know how to put on an empty show of strength, to actually tell me this sort of thing!” 

What he was most wary of was Ye Yuan detonating divine lord mystic treasures. 



Because of this, he was blown until his realm fell the last time. Currently, he was only peak fourth-

layered heaven Divine Lord and it was difficult to return to fifth-layered heaven Divine Lord anymore. 

Now, Ye Yuan actually told him that he did not have middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures on him 

anymore. He no longer needed to be afraid anymore. 

Although Xiang Yunfei could not see through Ye Yuan’s actual situation, even if he broke through, he 

was at the very most first-layered heaven Divine Lord now as well. 

With his peak fourth-layered heaven Divine Lord strength, killing Ye Yuan was more than plenty! 

Ye Yuan looked at him like he was looking at a dead man. He said coolly to Ning Tianping, “That bunch of 

guys will be left to you. Leave this guy to me!” 

Ning Tianping nodded and said, “Your Excellency, be careful!” 

Boss He was merely a fourth-layered heaven Divine Lord, while the others were all initial-stage Divine 

Lord Realm. 

The battle of middle-stage Divine Lord Realm, they could not stick a hand in at all. 

The moment Xiang Yunfei heard, he could not help laughing wildly as he said, “You’re saying that you 

want to challenge me alone? Foolish fellow, do you really think that you can go against the heavens by 

breaking though? Even if your father’s realm fell, I’m still middle-stage Divine Lord Realm too. Killing you 

... is merely lifting a finger!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold and he said nonchalantly, “Oh? Is that so?” 

Swoosh! 

Finished saying this sentence, Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly vanished from where he stood. 

Xiang Yunfei’s gaze turned sharp and he exclaimed, “So fast!” 

“Universe Dragon Claw!” 

Ye Yuan gave a loud cry, blue patterns flashing on his body. An azure dragon’s enormous claw suddenly 

reached out of the void, smacking over toward Xiang Yunfei. 

The moment the dragon claw emerged, the world was alarmed! 

This claw was too fast, Xiang Yunfei could not react in time at all. 

Bang! 

“Puhwark!” 

Xiang Yunfei was directly smacked flying by a claw, fresh blood spouting wildly. 

However, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of letting him catch his breath. Following that, another 

claw smacked out. 

Bang! 



Bang! 

Bang! 

... 

In the sky, only to see dragon claws disappear and reappear again. 

Ye Yuan was currently in a state of violent rage, venting the frustration in his heart frenziedly, 

pummeling Xiang Yunfei. 

The battle over there had not started yet, because Boss He they all were long dumbstruck with 

amazement. 

The battle indeed took on a one-sided situation, but it was totally different from what was imagined 

previously! 

One-sided, but the side leaned towards Ye Yuan, and not Xiang Yunfei. 

Above the sky, Xiang Yunfei already unleashed all of his abilities. But the power of this dragon claw was 

too strong, he could not resist all. 

Ye Yuan actually used pure strength to suppress him! 

Xiang Yunfei was wildly shaken in his heart. Did not expect that after Ye Yuan broke through, his 

strength was actually so terrifying. 

His apprehension towards Ye Yuan entirely stemmed from middle-rank divine lord mystic treasures. But 

he discovered to his dismay that Ye Yuan’s own strength, he was completely unable to resist even a bit! 

Ye Yuan was also inexplicably pleasantly surprised in his heart. Because he discovered that the dragon 

race martial techniques were stronger all-round. 

He could feel that each time he launched a martial technique, there was a profound and mysterious 

power that gathered in his martial techniques, making the power of his martial techniques multiply. 

Ye Yuan knew that this was all the effect of those blue patterns. 

Looking at it now, these blue patterns were a good thing and not a bad thing. 

Even though the dragon race’s martial techniques were strong, it was not strong to the degree where it 

could suppress Xiang Yunfei in all aspects. 

Xiang Yunfei was a fifth-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse. Even if his realm fell, he was also not 

what ordinary fourth-layered heaven Divine Lords could compare to. 

His strength was sufficient to sweep across fourth-layered heaven Divine Lords. 

Hence, that was why he would be so confident and also dare to find Boss He for help. 

Now, with these blue patterns, he could completely suppress Xiang Yunfei just by relying on the power 

of the fleshy body. 

Sure enough, the Voice of the Dragon God previously was not a coincidence. 



Xiang Yunfei only had one thought in his heart right now, that was to run! 

Suddenly, blood light radiated on Xiang Yunfei’s body, his figure suddenly streaking out, flying far away 

in a blink of an eye. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan laughed coldly, his hands quickly forming a seal! 


